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630.12  ORGANIZATIONAL REFERENCE LIST
 

Dispatch has a reference list of personnel and organizations which may be helpful during a hazardous material
emergency.
 

These include:
 

Fire department personnel with particular experience or knowledge.
Commercial chemical experts with experience in handling and disposing of most common chemicals.
Pesticide consultants and disposal teams with equipment to clean up agricultural chemical spills.
Personnel from state and federal regulatory agencies.  These personnel should be contacted for incidents
involving  transportation of hazardous materials.
Railroad information numbers.
Tank truck companies with defueling capabilities (in case the carrier involved in the accident has none).
Radioactivity and military weapons emergency contact.

 
 

630.13  RULE OF THUMB
 

The use of acronyms are a helpful memory tool.  In the case of hazardous materials response, use the words AID
and RESPONSE to develop a practical problem solving method.
 

A = Approach consideration (wind direction, weather, topography, type of incident, vehicles involved).
 

I = Identify materials involved (drive or conductor, manifest, ID number, placards, labels, time factor).
 

D = Determine hazards (driver or operator, own knowledge, emergency response guide book).

 
 

R = Rescue considerations (rescue problems, special equipment needed, victim contamination, safety of crew,
time factor).

 
E = Evacuation (number to be evacuated, area, size and type, evacuation method, time to evacuate, evacuation

problems).
 

S = Safety of crews (turnouts, SCBA).
 

P = Protective equipment (special equipment needs, rubber gloves, acid/chemical suits, foam apparatus).
 

O = Organization (command post, chain of command, resources needs).
 

N = Notification (have fire dispatch contact Chemtrec and OARS).
 

S = Spill control (control the spill, if possible, with dike, plug, control valve, patch or invert container).
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N = Notification (have fire dispatch contact Chemtrec and OARS).

 
S = Spill control (control the spill, if possible, with dike, plug, control valve, patch or invert container).

 
E = Environment considerations (air, ground, water).


 


